
Steps to Achieving the Early Learning Goals 

READING 

Autumn 1 

• Can recognise their own name. 
• Can discuss a story they have 

listened to. 
• Can recognise some sounds. 

• Can hear initial sounds in words. 

Autumn 2 

• Can read words containing 3   sounds 

by blending them together. 

• Can recognise all sounds in the 

alphabet by sound – not letter name. 

 

Spring 1 

• Can read some tricky red words 

such as ‘the’ and ‘my’. 

• Can read a simple sentence and 

understand it. E.g. ‘the red bus’. 

What colour is the bus? 

Spring 2. 

• Can read multiple sentences with 

good understanding of the text.  

• Beginning to read words with 

digraphs, such as ‘ay’ in play or ‘ee’ 

in ‘tree. 

 

Summer 1 

• Can read short stories 

independently with good 

understanding. 

• Can read words of more than one 

syllable. E.g. rocket or lemon. 

 

Summer 2: Early Learning Goal 

“Children read and understand 

simple sentences. They use phonic 

knowledge to decode regular words 

and read them aloud accurately. 

They also read some common 

irregular words. They demonstrate 

understanding when talking with 

others about what they have read.” 

Taken from the Department from 
Education 

 

 

WRITING 

Autumn 1 

• Can hear and write initial sounds in 

words. 

•  Can write own name 

• Can form recognisable letters. 

Autumn 2 

• Can hear and write initial sounds in 

words. 

• Can write words containing 3 sounds. 

• Can form some letters correctly. 

 

            

               Spring 1 

• Can write some tricky red words, such 

as ‘the’, ‘of’ and ‘my’. 

• Beginning to write a simple sentence 

e.g. “it is red”. 

• Can form all letters correctly and sit 

them on a line. 

Spring 2 

• Can think of their own sentence to write 

and write this independently. 

•  Sentences contain finger spaces and 

tricky red words, spelt correctly.  

• Letters are consistently formed 

correctly. 

 

Summer 1 

• Sentences consistently contain finger 

spaces and tricky red words, spelt 

correctly. 

• Letters are consistently formed 

correctly. 
 

Summer 2: Early Learning Goal 

“Children use their phonic knowledge 

to write words in ways which match 

their spoken sounds. They also write 

some irregular common words. They 

write simple sentences which can be 

read by themselves and others. Some 

words are spelt correctly and others 

are phonetically plausible.” 

Taken from the Department from 
Education 

 

MATHS 

Autumn 1 

• Can count numbers accurately to 5 by 

touching each one. 

• Can recognise numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 

5. 

Autumn 2 

• Can recognise numbers to 10 in and 

out of order. 

• Can order numbers to 10. 

• Recognises a square, triangle, 

rectangle and circle. 

 

Spring 1 

• Can count numbers accurately to 10 by 

touching each one. 

• Can find out how many there are 

altogether by counting all the objects in 

two separate groups. 

Spring 2 

• Can solve problems doubling and 

halving problems. 

• Can recite what 1 more and 1 less than 

a number is. 

 

Summer 1 

• Can count numbers accurately to 20 by 

touching each one. 

• Can recognise numbers to 20. 

• Can order numbers to 20. 

• Can add and subtract numbers using 

objects or fingers. 
• Can name and discuss 3D shapes.  

 

Early Learning Goal: Summer 2 

“Children count reliably with numbers 

from one to 20, place them in order 

and say which number is one more or 

one less than a given number. Using 

quantities and objects, they add and 

subtract two single-digit numbers and 

count on or back to find the answer. 

They solve problems, including 

doubling, halving and sharing.” 

Taken from the Department from Education 

 


